In this paper, we present a stochastic approximation algorithm based on penalty function method and a simultaneous perturbation gradient estimate for solving stochastic optimization problems with general inequality constraints. We also present a very general convergence result for the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider a constrained stochastic optimization problem for which only noisy measurements of the cost function are available. More specifically, we are aimed to solve the following optimization problem: min L (8) , BEG where L : Rd + R is a real-valued cost function, 8 E Rd is the parameter vector, and G c Rd is the constraint set. We also assume that the gradient of L(.) exists and is denoted by g(.). We assume that there exists a unique solution 8* for the constrained optimization problem defined by (1). We consider the situation where no explicit closed-form expression of the function L is available (or is very complicated even if available), and the only information are noisy measurements of L at specified values of the parameter vector 8. Therefore, to solve the optimization problem, we have to resort to numerical techniques. Throughout the paper we use 8, to denote the nth estimate of the solution e*. 
where TG : E P + G is the set projection operator, and gn (8,) is an estimate of the gradient g(8,); see, for example [5, 6, lo]. The main difficulty for this projection approach lies in the implementation (calculation) of the projection operator r~. Except for simple constraints like interval or linear constraints, calculation of nG (8) for an arbitrary vector 8 is a formidable task.
Other techniques for dealing with constraints have also been considered: Hiriart-Urruty [4] and Pflug [8] present and analyze a SA algorithm based on the penalty function method for stochastic optimization of a convex function with convex inequality constraints; Kushner and Clark [5] present several SA algorithms based on the Lagrange multiplier method,the penalty function method and a combination of both. However, the convergence of these SA algorithms based on "nonprojection'' techniques generally requires complicated assumptions on the cost function L and the constraint set G. hrthermore, the implementations of these algorithms involve choosing various design parameters that greatly affect the efficiency of these algorithms. More systematic studies of the convergence of these algorithms are necessary to make them practical.
The ultimate objective of the research undertaken in this paper is to establish a general framework and practical guidelines for solving stochastic optimization problems with general constraints. As a first step, we will focus on the penalty function method and inequality constraints in this paper. Specifically, we present and study the convergence of an algorithm based on the penalty function method and the Simultaneous Perturbation (SP) gradient estimate [13] . Note that our goal here is not to weaken the required conditions for convergence of existing SA algorithms based on the penalty function method (for example, [SI), but to identify the limitations of the penalty function approach and lay out the foundation for further examination of the effects of different penalty function designs on efficiency of the algorithm.
Before we enter the specific topic of the penalty function method, we give a brief discussion on the different types of constraints. We believe that it is crucial t o identify the classes of the constraints as different types of constraints normally require different optimization techniques.
A Concise Taxonomy of Constraints
Depending on motivation behind or causes of the constraints, the constraint set G in a stochastic optimization problem can take many different forms. Just as in classical deterministic optimization it is important to approach each category of constraints differently in solving a stochastic optimization problem.
Hard vs Soft
Hard Constraints: Many constraints are the consequence of physical limitation on real systems. Therefore no measurements or observations can be taken with parameters violating these constraints. The projection method (2) described above seems to be the only effective method t o deal with them.
Soft Constraints: These constraints are usually results of performance considerations. Hence measurements are allowed at the parameters lying outside the constraint set during the course of optimization. Nevertheless, it is required that the optimization algorithms eventually produce estimates inside the constraint set within a reasonable amount of time.
0 "Nice" vs Nonlinear "Nice" Constraints: We classify a constraint as "nice" if there exists an "efficient" algorithm t o implement the projection operator TG on Rd. Generally speaking, the operator TG is well defined for a large class of constraint sets. However, only for a small set of constraints, can it be efficiently computed; these include interval constraints such as Bi E [I,u] and linear constraints such as AB 5 b.
0
Nonlinear Constraints: In most cases, the constraints are specified by inequalities or equalities on nonlinear functions of the parameter B for which the projection operators are very difficult to implement.
Explicit vs Implicit
Explicit Constraints: In many standard optimization problems, the constraints are specified by equalities and/or inequalities with explicit functions (that is, functions with known explicit closed-form expression). For example, we can specify the constraint set G by
In the case where the functions defining the constraints have nice properties (e.g., convexity, smoothness, etc.), we can normally use this information to tackle the constraints in optimization.
Implicit Constraints:
In some cases the constraints are not placed directly upon the parameter 0 but on some other output variables that is the manifestation of the parameter B. As a result, we are not able to directly verify the feasibility of each arbitrary parameter value without taking a measurement or simulation (which are normally costly and noisy) at the parameter value (and even that will not be enough if there is noise in the loss measurements). These type of constraints normally arise from optimization problems associated with control designs for complex systems.
For example, suppose { X ( t , @ ) , t E [to& + TI} is a stochastic process that represents the output trajectory of a complex system operated at the parameter B. Then we might have a constraint set defined by
Implicit constraints normally present the most difficult challenge in stochastic optimization.
In this paper, we focus on soft, nonlinear inequality constraints. We will treat the explicit constraint case and briefly discuss the extension to implicit constraints.
Penalty Functions
We consider a constraint set G defined by
where qj : Rd + B are continuously differentiable realvalued functions that may or may not be explicitly calculable (see "Explicit vs Implicit constraints" in Section 1). We consider a penalty function P : B P + B of the following form: 
(P4) p ( . ) is strictly increasing on [O, 00).
Typical p ( . ) functions used in constrained optimization include the quadratic penalty function p ( x ) = hx2 for x > 0, and the absolute penalty function p(x) = 1x1 for z > 0 (even though 1 2 1 is not differentiable at 0).
In the sequel, we will denote the derivative of p(x) by p'(x). The differentiability of both p ( -) and the constraint function e(.) guarantees that the penalty function P(.) is also differentiable. This smoothness of the penalty function P is useful when the gradient descent type of algorithms are used for the constrained optimization problem. Nevertheless, as we will discuss in the following sections, increases in the smoothness of the penalty function (as in the case of quadratic penalty function relative to the absolute penalty function) is potentially problematic for the convergence of the algorithms around the solution of the optimization problem.
The basic idea of the penalty function is to convert the originally constrained optimization problem (1) into an unconstrained one defined by
where r is a positive real number normally referred to as the penalty parameter. To guarantee the solution of the unconstrained optimization problem ( 5 ) coincides with the solution of the original problem (l), we normally need to choose the penalty parameter r larger than a threshold f that depends on both L(.) and P(. In this paper, we consider a stochastic approximation algorithm that minimizes the sequence of the penalized cost function {Ln(*)} based on the SP gradient estimate. The algorithm is of the following form e,+, = en -anVLn(en)
where ij, is the SP estimate of the gradient g ( . ) at 8, that we shall specify later. Note that since we assume the constraints are explicitly given, the gradient of the penalty function P ( -) is directly used in the algorithm.
Later on, we will discuss the possibility of estimating the gradient V P ( 8 ) on line based on the SP gradient estimate.
Main Result
In this section, we present the specific form of the algorithm for solving the constrained stochastic optimization problem and give a convergence theorem under very general assumptions. The algorithm we consider is defined by
where ij,(8,) is 
Convergence Theorem
To establish convergence of the algorithm (7), we need I to study the asymptotic behavior of an SA algorithm with a "time-varying" regression function. In other words, we need to consider the convergence of an SA algorithm of the following form: en+l = en -anfn(@n) + and, + anen, (10) where { fn(*)} is a sequence of functions. We state here without proof a version of the convergence theorem given by Spall and Cristion in [14] for an algorithm in the generic form (10). 
Extensions to Implicit Constraints
As we mentioned earlier, we consider the explicit constraints for the most part of the paper. It is also possible to apply the same algorithm with appropriate gradient estimate for P (8) to problems with implicit constraints. The success of this approach would very much depend on efficient techniques to obtain unbiased gradient estimate of the penalty function. For example, if we can measure or estimate a value of the penalty function P (8,) at arbitrary location with zero-mean error, then the SP gradient estimate can be applied. In this case, the convergence result presented in Theorem 2
can be applied with additional conditions: T,C$ -+ 0 and E,"==, ( y ) < 00. However, in a typical application, we most likely can only measure the value of constraint qj (8,) (instead of the penalty function P(B)) with zero-mean error. Additional bias would be present if the standard finite-difference or the SP techniques were applied to estimate V P ( 8 , ) directly in this situation. One possible way to resolve this "bias" prob- based on measurements of qj(.) at randomly perturbed points around 8,. Under appropriate assumptions, the above gradient estimate is unbiased [8] . The major drawback of the above gradient estimation is that the number of measurements required for computing @( . ( e, ) increase to 00 with n. A novel technique to obtain unbiased estimate of V P ( 8 , ) based on a smaller number of measurements is required to make the algorithm proposed in this paper feasible in dealing with implicit constraints.
Choices of Penalty Functions
The choice of penalty function p ( . ) obviously has a great impact on convergence of the proposed algorithm.
The quadratic penalty function p ( z ) = $ max(z, 0)2 is a typical choice due to its differentiability. Nevertheless, an implementation of the proposed algorithm with the quadratic penalty function may lead to divergence. This can be partially justified by the possibility that condition (C.4) cannot be satisfied with a quadratic penalty function: consider a case where Therefore, even if the algorithm does converge, it might converge extremely slowly.
The absolute-value type of penalty function, p ( z ) = max(z,O), has been shown to have a nice property of "exact penalty," that is, there exists a nonnegative scalar T * such that the solution of the constrained optimization problem coincides with the mimimum of the penalized cost function L(B)+rP(8) for any T 2 T* (see,
for an example (9, Theorem 2.7.12, p. 2931). Therefore, application of the absolute-value penalty function does not lead to an ill-conditioned problem. Nevertheless, the non-smoothness of the absolute-value function presents additional difficulties in proving the convergence of algorithms. Theorem 2 in the stated form does require that the penalty function P be differentiable. However, it is possible to extend the stated results to the case where P is Lipschitz but not differentible at a set of point with zero measure, for example, the absolute value penalty function. In this case, conditions (C. 4, 6) can be modified by replacing the inner products with directional derivatives (always exists for the absolute value penalty functions). Relaxation of condition (C.5) where the differentiability of P is required explicitly is more involved. We can take advantage of the fact that iterations of the algorithm visit any zero-measure set with zero probability. Nevertheless, some technical details need to be worked out. Another possible approach suggested in [3] to circumvent this difficulty of non-smoothness is to approximate P(0) by a smooth expected function P(e) = P(e + se)h(se)dse,
I
where 60 is a random vector with density function h (8) .
The algorithm is then implemented with the SP gradient estimate of P(0) that is differentiable.
Note also that, in the case where constraints are implicit but can be measured with zero-mean errors, the SP gradient estimate for the penalty function converges to an unbiased estimate of the subgradient of the penalty function. Hence, the absolute value function is the preferred choice for implicit constraints (despite the technical difficulties in proving convergence). In fact, simulation results suggested good convergence properties of SPSA algorithms using the absolute value penalty function. (see the next section)
Simulation Results
We test our algorithm on a constrained optimization problem described in [ll, We consider a class of penalty function p ( z ) = +,2 2 /3 2 1. In the case where / 3 = 1, that is P(0) = Cjwjmax(0,qj (8) These parameters (except for T,) are chosen following a practical implementation guideline recommended in [12] . We discovered from simulations that, with any penalty function in the considered class with , LJ > 1, the proposed algorithm can diverge quickly. The algo- ( p = l ) , the algorithm is stable and always converges to a small neighborhood of e*. Here we only include the simulation plots for the algorithm with absolute value function. Figure 1 shows the averged error of the algorithm over 50 runs. Figure 2 shows a typical sample path of the vector sequence {On}. As shown in Figure 2, the estimate oscillates around the optimum with small error (compared with the magnitude of noise).
Conclusions
In this paper, we present a stochastic approximation algorithm based on penalty function method and a simultaneous perturbation gradient estimate for solving stochastic optimization problems with general inequality constraints. We also present a very general convergence result for the proposed algorithm. Numerical results are included to demonstrate the performance of the proposed algorithm.
As discussed in the last section, much research is needed to establish a general framework and guidelines for dealing with general constraints in stochastic optimization. We summarize here some important directions for future research:
0 Based on the proposed general convergence result, we wish to further study specific types of penalty functions and analyze convergence of the corresponding SA algorithms.
We wish to establish a rigorous framework for analyzing the asymptotic convergence rates of SA algorithms based on penalty function methods. This rate analysis should provide guidelines for selecting appropriate penalty functions to improve convergence speed.
We also wish to develop an efficient unbiased gradient estimator for the penalty function and apply the proposed algorithm to problems with implicit constraints.
